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L: LIST OF SMOIBS

f~P A =( 2 Z2) dm
a = distance from center of platform to pilot's platform supportf ~ ~~~spring ft. Also F2+ +2 ]

S= K 2 + - S + 22

a, ` fore-aft tilt of gyrobar tip path plane; + aft

B =S(z xC. ) dm
b - distaunce from pilots platform to pilut o.g. Also = 22S

b lateral tilt of grobar tip path plane; + to right

C z5(x + y2 ) dm

c = distance from total e.g. to pilot's platform

D jfyzdmn (alsoii d = dist•ace from total c.g. to e.g. -f platform less pilot

E = zx dm

FF
gj [ acceleration of gravity - Ft/sec'

°• I I :distaice from bottom of duct to c.g., ft.
SL h distance from point of appliocit..,r of ,.-rocjyai.i drag

r. force to e.g., ft.
t L hf = distrce from bottom of d, .c. .•o p,.. platform, f ..

•. " •, 2,h 3 = angular momentum about X, Y.., x.. rcspectively

73
I moment of inertia rX pl:.forin lesa TAilot -about own axils slug-ftl

nioinnt of iwnrdia of pi1'r, :?bout owuý axi-k :slug-ft''

K = danping r•-:,t,.o of [yzrob:ar

" k = spring constant of pilot's plati•o .. support spring Ib/ft
2

. A Ai
i"A
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2 m

2
i; KD2

/MF

[ K2 ' - radia of gyration squared, se page 16

r2 a radia of gyration squared, see page 16

L a distance from vanes to total c.g.

SLZN * moments of external forces about X,YZ~axes divided by th& mass

" ! m - total mass of platform plus pilot-slugs

- maIss of platform less pilot-slugs

m2 - mass of pilot - slucs

1. r

"a =pitching moment s-t up by 'hange in rtrobar tilt, £t-lb/rad

, H m(=L m)= pitchig (rclling) mcm,>nt developed for change in pitChing
q ~i" • (rolling) angular velccity ft-lb/rzd/sec

KMn(=-I•i)= pitching (rcl]i:ig) m,,m-nz't developed fY.r change i:, forward
-(lvA;iral) velocity "l-lbIft/sec

Mm1n =)ptchirw momentdevelopfd for ciruwge in vertical velocity
T z".-lbsl/ft/sec

1 ,
n1 CL ala

r -r6itnt~wce from total c.g. to c.g. t:l' p'lr;

-r = dT/dt

,dY/at'.i-
= . . . .

iUrl ID I I I iii
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1. S = Laplace - transformation complex variable

Tj steady thrust component

u = dx/dt

I v = dý/dt

W = dz/dt

I X,Y,Z = components of external forces along X,YZ, axes divided by zhe mass

•i x,y,z - displacements above the X,Y,Z.,axes

+X ax horizontally forward

i l0 steady aerodT.amic force - also system input

: if[ - fore-aft force duo to change in gyrobar tilt, lb/rad

Xwm fore-aft force developed for change in vertical velocity lb/ft/sec

il• Im(--vY)- fore-aft (lateral) force developed for change in pitching
(rolling) angular velocity lb/rad/sec

47 -horizonta2r,- to right

+z = vertically down

SZ steady aerodynamic force
0

Z m = vertical force developed for a change in pitching angular v.d.cocity
i j q ft/rad/sec

Z= vertical force developed for a change in forward velocity ibif;/•ec

. IZ, verticUl force developed for a change in vertical velocity 2b/ft/sec

41 a angle of' attack of gyrobar stabilizing vanes

"t I 1 =flapping deflcction of yrrobar number I

• i I 2I flapping deflection of gorobar number 2

9 = angular displacement about Y axis
= o steady angle that X axis mikes u•t; horizontal

S•-an-ualar displ-tcement aoout X axis

- anigular displacement about Z axis

- MNu iMIAL
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1 1 [

L. SUMM(ARY
- _ _ _ _

This report presents a summary of various analyses of the dynamic stability[i characteristics of the Model 1031B Rotorcycle (Flying Platform), in both

hovering and forwaard flight conditions. To establish the notation, the der-

I |ivation of equations of motion for a hovering rigid body is first outlined.
To introduce the factors affecting the platforms stability, a hovering

1.• analysis consisting of both two and four degrees of freedom is presented.

A spring-mounted pilot is considered, and finally an investigation is mde

of the problems associated with installing two gyro bars to stabilize both

IJ I the hovering and forward flight conditions.

'*1I U-

t

ii I
g Ij
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IL. ME EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Y

!: F A right handed system of Cartesian coordinatesX W1 ,are 
used,where:

J x, y, z are the displacements along the X, Y, Z axes.

£ u d/dt, v dY/dt, w i.z/dt are the velocities of translation along

I + the axes.

da /dt, dv/dt. dw/,. are the accelerations along the axes.

I % , 0, , are the angular displacements about the axes (roll, pitch, yaw).

-I!/dt, q do dt, r r are the angular velocities about the axes.

SX, Y, Z are the components of the external force divided by the mass

1 1 (accelerations), Fx/11 , FY/in, Fz/m.

j hl, h2, h3 are the angular momentum about the respective axes.

S•"L, X, N are the moments of the external force about the re.spective axes,

t divided by the mass (rolling moment/mass, pitching m.ment/mass, yaw-

ing moment/mnass).

"The six equations of motion of the platform, considered as a rigid body,

i f "L. and relati-- to axes fixed in space, are

X x du_ y dv Z = •
S•dt Tt d-tK+ ! I i•

mdt m dt m dt

Iii 2
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, 1Moments of momentum can be written as

h- Ap - P - Er

h2? = Bq - Dr- F(2)

Sh3- Cr-Ep- D

j where

AB I (Z2 + x2) dm

C )I(x2+ y2 ) dm

D a jYz dm
9 W E-zx dm

F a- xy dm

If we describe the motion relative to fixed axes, then as the platform

ht moves through space the moments and products of inertia relative to

these axes change with time. To avoid this difficulty Euleriar' axes

(or moving axes) are used which at any instant are fixed in space but

! I which change their position from instant to instant, coinciding at any

instani. with a definite set of axes fixed in the platform. As a result

i j [! of this choice of axes, the expressions for the true acceleration and

angular momentum relative to fixed axes become

I"

4 1*



duS I ~ ax =d -vr + wq

a y a dr/dt - wp + ur

a z dt-hr+hq

fl dHx/di -t dhl/dt- h 2r

lEdI/dt dh2,it-h j
%" dt - hjq + h2P

where a,$ z., a.. dHi dt, dlyidt, dHi/dt are all measured relative t-.

f, [fixed axes, and u, V, w, Ih-., 112. h3 are all m~easured relative to Eulerian
axes.

If we combine equations (1), (2) and (4) and introduce the radii of
:[i [ &1ration byKA 10 A/ -B im B/ etc., there results the following

equations of motion relative to Eulerian axes:

tZ du/dt- vr + wq =X

d v/drt- wp + ur = Y

S[i u't/dt- uq + vp - Z

KA2 dp/dt -. 2 dq/d t- 2 dr/dt .: qr [Kc 2 
-B2] B i• r2

2 + KF, pr .. K - K 9 >-q L
* ] KB2 do/dt - KD4 dr't- K2 dp,/t+pr 2 -K ] +KE (•)

I'D' dn F /d r[,A 1C K

It,' I FF
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C K 2 dr/dt -KZ2 dp/dt - D2 do/dt +pq 2("S2

F, 2q2 + 2 q+~r. 2 2  NS•2 q2 + E qr + KD• Pr - KF p - N

The external forces and moments must now be considered. Since the X axis

2 2
will be taken as being in the direction of motion, and KC will be

s[ lightly different for evexy flight condition. If 0 is tha angle that

the X axis makes with the horizontal, then the equilibrium equations for

[ steady motion are Xo

10FI~ +T g sin 00
(6)

IZo +g CosQ =00

I.o. -. g

Zo 
m

L ]If small deviations from steady flight are considered, there is the possi-

bilty of the 36 stability derivatives:

Because of symmetry, and the fact that the z motion will not be consid-

ered, only eight deviatives are of interest in the hovering analyses:

J u -Lv

I Iq p

Mq Lp

r In the disturbed state, the axes are displaced from the steady state by
L • the small angular rotations $, 0, Y. The components of gravity relative

' I•to the new axes are

.m -j2FIDENTIAL
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OX: -g sin0 0 -g Cos 0 9

01: g Tsin go + g•o 9 os o

[ 0 5 :-g sin o 0 + g cosgo

The net component of all Pxternal forces are then (including Z)

X m-g Cos 90  + Xu U + Xq q

ST- gsina ÷+g oaQs0 *! V+Y÷ p (ON

Z --g sin go ae z k z

L Lv v + "P
N -0

• N=O

If equations (5) and (8) are comb-v,, powers ana products of small

quantities are neglected, and KD• - Ka ia assiaed zero for the platform,~XD
the resulting equations of motion are (nelecting yaw, and vertical motion)

(D X X)u -(X D - g c,), ) 9' 0()

-L v M(K. D - L D) 0- KF2 D' Z 0 (c) (9)

-M uu+(KB D' - MqD G r r 0 (d)

SThese are the equations that wiil be -ised ir. the hovering analyses. In

every case, cos 9 will be assumed one. The first two equations are equa-

' I tions of forces (actually linear accelerations as written) and te last two

"are moment equations (angular accelerations). If the stability derivat~res

are found in terms of forces in pcua-ds. and m.,-ents in ft-pounds, they must

• be divided by the mass in slugs beforeo bcing :rd in thr. above equations.

6
1YNFIDENTIAL
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III. TWO DEGREE OF ?-RMEED( ANALYSIS WITH -:

The change in drag due to a pitching velocity (i.e. 7), is cbviou•sly

small and also occurs in the equations in such a way as to be ,lmim

portant. In the following analysis only the pitching and forward dis-

I placements will be consideredwith IT = 0. Section IV will show the

effects of Xq. Under these assumptions. the equations are
!u

-Mu 0

Nu1 s(Ks - l2q) -o

] eration input and S is the Laplace - Transformation complex variable.

S• The block diagram for this system is

0. L. T. F. KB2S

I.

I'!
; and the open loop transfer function can be written

SO .L .T .F . = _ _ _ K B

j( 5 3( 2 !8 + .222)(S + .072-6) (1n)s(s- Xu) (S- K2)

* 1~

I . See following table for numerical derivatives.
, V.FIDF.NTT-AL 7



r f Numerical calculations based on Hiller report No. 680.2 will show the

following variations of the stability derivatives and constants with

center of gravity location (See also P.epore . fD No, 111):

hf I uKB 2g

31 109 7.56 -. 0748 +.0343 -. 222

32.2 112.5 7.8 -. 070?4  0 -. 222

33.0 U5 7.98 -. 0748 -. 224 -. 222

34 118 8.18 -. 0748 -. 0491 -. 222

71 m 114.43 slugs

i h Fortunately, A/KB2 does not change with e.g. locationswhich greatly

I sinplifies the problem of determining the effect of e.g. (Mu) variation.

b I In the range of e.g. locations considered, Mu changes sign making the

SI rsystem -regenerative feedback.

Figure I shows the root locus of the system. Positive Mu variations are
L • L shown in red and negative Mu variations i., blue. At a gain of .00529

neutral stability exists at a frequency of 0.13+ rad/sec. Increasing

the c.g. location height (i.e., raising the pilot),makes Mu less posi-

[ I rtive and the platform ztable. Theoreticallyat a gain of .00081 the

oscillitory roots would be .5 critically damped,which would give a mcs-

j•_ onable response. (The real pole at 0.24 wou .1 affect the response only

slightly).

I II 8
LI fO1JFTDENTIAL



Vihe!f, at neutral stability is

('02)(L-3 .07 t-b/t/seý;.

At .5 damping

fT -00081)(1 4 .j43) .00274s Ft-lb/kt/sec.
.

" Although this represents a 6.5 to I change inWif, from Figure 2 it is
1 • seen to occur over a very small range of Ce.g. Variations near zero M4 [? The analysis thus shows that the platform is theoretically very sensi-

S�F tive to vertical c.go location, stable only for a very small range of

'I ~Positive N 's near zero, and unstable for all negative s

The Platform as designed has a c.g. location of 19.5 inches above the
bottom of the duct, and 1 "3/1..42 .+902 (Ref e Fiure 3).

: [1 The resulting stability equation is

S3 295 3 + .0161* + .q 6-69
+S.-906] [(S -. 305+. 91 t II

which would give an unstable response.

II Ill
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IV. TWO DEGREE OF FREEDC( ANALYSIS WITH Xaj

1 The transverse component of the

1- H h angular velocity at Xu due to a

zr rotation q about the c.g. is h(-.

The fore-aft force due to this rotation is Xuh" ,and hence

L X Xuh

[ With reference to Figure 3, the following table can be constructed:

$ [hf R ifxU h(ft) Xq

31 1234.83 -. 222 2. -. 532

32.2 35. -. 222 2.414 -. 5

33 35.6 -. 222 2.465 -. 5h8

34 35.96 -. 222 2.1495 -. 5514

Ave. -51

j7 If Xq ii not neglected, the equations are then

S. ., (XqS..g) X

i Nu KB'S•-- So (1?)

The block diagram for this syatem is

X0 1LL L

1. 0

I'ir IDM",A
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where the outer loop has been made regenerative 0X nowever, is nega-

tive). For this system

X [S = ,,, + 59. 21•' ~ o.L.T'.F. KB (1(3-)(s+59•
O.L. . s(s - Nq)(s - ) s(S - .222)(S + .0•,26)

LConsideration of kq thus adds the zero at -59.2, which has almost :a neg-

f Jligable effect on the low frequency behavior of the system. (Calctl:.-

- tions will show, for example, that neutral stability will occur for

Mu = .0167 at La = .129 rad/sec rather than at. a frequency of .- .3i

Li for Mu = .01"19). The high frequency behavior is considerably different,

I • however, since the system now &pproaches infinity as 1/$2 rather than as

I/ $. Since the as.ypto.e is now vertical, the theoretical possibility

exists of changing the system to make the asypmtote intersect the negativ-e

i • real axis. The platform would then be stable for all c.g. locations

i" •, that give any positive 1u.

Since the asymptoteintersects the aAIs at the point 1/2 [1poles - azeroz]

f the intersection will be positive if

I Iassuming that Xu, Nqand X maintain their negative sign. For theo uLa-

"form as now designed this inequality resubla in

f .222 + .0"26 L .2

L)NFIDEnAL 1
- - at
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- Ii

which is far from being satisfied.

SOne obvious, though perhaps impractical, method of achieving stability

would be to hang a flat plate below the platform. Then both 14 and X
would increase with pitching velocity, achieving the desired stability.

Ii:F1l

S E1

j4[

i -I

L•

.1i i!12
°! DWA
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SNID LV. FOUR DEGRE OF FREMDOM ANALYSIS WITH Xa 0

t The platform has its two engines mounted to either side of the pitch

and roll axes as shown in the sketch below. The motions are then

I coupled by the resulting product of inertia about the vertical axis.

* 11 601b F = XXV(2)(60)(2)(1 9 ) 0 0.984 slug/ft 2

Y ~(32.2)(tZT&

[ Tha four hovering eouations (neglecting Xq Y p )are

u v0

s-x. o o 0+g =X
0 S--- 90

0 -LV XA2S2 -LPS -KF2S2  =0

i 4-u 0 -KF2S 2 2S2 -qS =0

j If these are solved for the pitch and roll responses the results can

be put in the form

Riru 0  ff (1F 4 s4 ) (16)I (-a---.-•)(s--V)

' [S 2 (s-y,:)

"-"•- - s-X~�( s..y. I
KA2KBL

SI FIDENITIAL3



whr q( Mug

FA,[
L If symmetry is assumed. M R. Furthermore, since the second term in

the denomination subtracts a a :.m bl amount from M"', the response

[co-tains double roots and is thas unstable.

Fk_' exraple. -"f the c.g. were raised to the stable height such that

SMu ; 0 0 2 74 f'ib/ft/sec (Reference F-*,.2 ) then M2 would be
S6 + .5j36 S5 + .121J 4 + . . . and the second terms in the denomi-

[ ,ation mentioned ab3ve would subtracr 0.oo,00816 8( + .000036 s5 +
S.0000S• S• from this. As KF2 becomes larger, the roots would spread

Sand evenitually, eive a stable r-'sponse. but most. likely one contiiin o

large arinlitude transients. Flight tests hav. indicated a markea im-

provement in resp;.-se when F was made equal to zero.

I-I
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U VI. ANKLYSIS OF A SPRING MOLMED PILOT PLATFOR4

r

L The pilot's platform is considered to be mounted on two springs, each of

spr:Lg constant k Ib/f•l located at a distance "a" ft from the center of

the platform. Only pitching and horizont-l displacements will b3 consid-

[ ered; the three degrees o1 freedom being:

1) x - displacement of total c.g. from fixes axes,

2) 0 - rotation of ml relative to vertical (+ nose up),

3) ar - rotating of m2 (pilot) relative to platform (+ pilot tilts

SIi back).

I--

12

S~ ~~r=b~c-d -a--

II

't ~dc

Ml
S~z

• [ [The kinetic energy associatedwit•h the motion of the mas3 ml is

" • • m - T 1 = i 2 + m1 2 ( 8

T, M

S•INFIDENTIAL 1



Trhe kinetic energy associated with the motion of the mass m2 is

7etotal potential enryo h spring deflection is (9

i 2|Vs - k ag -r2 (20)!E,
! • Under the assumption of small angles the potential energy associated with

ii a tilt back of mass m2 is

[A17 r 02 + 1 b 2 + b 2, 1 2

V2 'M29 +ba (21)

SI And for a rotation of ma. the energy function is

V. ml g = 2 d (22)

, !, If Lagrangian equations are applied to the above energies and the result

combined with the equations previously derived for the platform (also

1 ! applicable to fixed axes) the resulting equations are

FU
1r

2i •s -Xu g -m b s =

, (2
i .'~ 2 2" 2 2 mb

s-I g 22 smrgb =0 (
UKBS q "2 sm g

2 b I2 + (k 22 2 .-rb 'K2 s mrgb Km

l O[ :Awhere m

m r

K 12 +m2 rb

I 2
m

~2 I1 I+n~2 2n.r

! ONFIDENTIAL 7a 16



li

t I The block diagram of this system is

>12
P latform Alone Spring Loop

2 2 2k a2-mrgb _ i

mug XuS2 +b- --2
IS K

Although the system is complicated, qualitative results can readily be

[ found if it is handeled numerically and only the responses for variation

in the spring constant are investigated.

For the present platform the constants are

X - -0.22? 1- 1.645U

q -040-7 b 3.33

1z75 54? V0.-•2 d ::1.46

290 

r
S= 32..'-2 oor 2 .0•

54 •'Im 3762
•;~.7 4 2 =.28

M

UNIJENINfAL
2".
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1 2
The C.L.T.F. of the Platform alone is AB

F ~(S+.906) S-.3o5 2 .6923(h

H(s) M WrB% 2  s + .8134) (S - .390)2 + .69521

The feedback T.F. = K22 (S + .222)(S + 3.582)(S - 3.618)[
The open loop T.F. of the spring loop is

M~K 2 2ka (5

I br2 S -12.9?](21

Since 2ka2 maust be greater than 580 Ft-'b/rad, ar• variation in k only

j moves the complex zeros up and down the jw axis. Furthermore, since the

VA above gain is small (.0991) for the present Mu, the open loop poles move

very little. For examle, if 2k&2 - 700 Ftbrad, the closed loop T.F.
S~is

1
__ _ __ _ (26)t oC.L.T.F. - ÷3)

I~. For higher values of the spring constant, the small real root would be-

come more negative. The complete O.L.T.F. for 2ka = 700 is

I (S+.8134)(S..222)(S÷3.582)(S-3.618) 1(S-.390)2..69

~ T(S-e.906)(S..0J475)(S.3.54)(S-3.66) [S-.3os) 2.. 69 2j

-r Since the gain is one, the pole at +3.66 goes to infinity and does

not enter into the response. The unstable roots of the helicopter will

i j tstill be present with the additional possibility of an aperiodic root from

Ithe small spring loop pole. If the spring cons ant is greater than 2370

Ft-lb/rad, the spring pole will be to the left •f .222 and the possibility

I of divergent aperiodic motion is eliminated. The system, howeve,, is still

I unstable and the conclusion is reached that mountLig the pitot on springs

does not appear to be a promising method of improving stability.

SJFID!NTIAL 18
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; bar VII. IN PLANE ANALYSIS OF GYROBAR STABILIZING DEVICE

In this section a free pivoted, air damped Crrobar is analyzed. The

bar senses rate of pitching motion (;), and by linkages, controls vanes

[ located below the platform that set up correcting moments. An identical

system controls the roll rate (%). Pitch alone 1ill be analyzed here

£ and in Section VIII. coupled roll and pitch will be considered.

F i If 61 is the amplitude of the flapping deflection of the pitch control

bar, and 82 the flapping amplitude of the roll control bar then*

61 + MK61 + 2 61 -220sin!1 + 2IWcosY.,
(28)

S+22i°sT, + 2M.sinll1

62 + 2K262 ++ 2K2Qco9T

2, er 2 2° 2 2 (29)

Under the sssumptions

I ti a -alcos~ - bsinTl

2 -alcosl 2  blsin! 2

where +a1 is + tilt back

+bl is + tilt to right

"* "The Frequency Response of the Ordinary Rotor Blade, the Hiller Servo
Blade, an6 the Young-Bell Stabiliser" by 0. J. 3issingh,
Royal Aircraft Establishment Repo-t No. Aero 2307, May 1950.
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Ii

the abufe two equations reduce to

E$[ 22S -2128 225+212 2 -S [S.2K] = 0 (30)

+2123 +22S S [-S+2Y] 22S+2K22 0

If only a pitch (0 sensing) bar is considered, the equation representing

the bar is

'U~ +a, + 00 (31)

This, together with the platform equation (page 7 ), result in the follow-

"ing group representing the system:

S-X. s -Ua (

I0 S S+g =0

where X and N are the force and moment derivatives set up by bar

motion.

"P t If the angle of attack of the vane is denoted by a, the linkage ratio n

•i is defined by

aa

4 I- then
X 1aX aXnal 1 .a,

= Mau i Mea Maal

IJONFIDMNIAL 20
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If it is assumed that

M. = I L

• L

where L is the distance from the vane to the e.g. (3.04 ft. with hf

19.5"), then

x

[ al Uconstant

•a,

[ The block diagram for the system is

1, 2

IKB
SL•V sx -,U

Nt !O.L.T.F. - "V

LAJ1I r) -uJ

Ma. (33)
:S S + .25

" II $![. [s.., 52][-.o, .,]
I~~ IS.9

9 o.305) 2  .

The system is very sensitive to changes in K2. 'A value cf KX2 .4 and
4- aI/B2 of about 3.0 results in a reasonable x ;ponse (Sec Fig. 4). With

2 - 2550 rpm (267 rad/sec) K .0015, a very small value.

S- 2

j , 3NFIDENTIAL 21
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If -3.0 then

•Na (3)(5.62)(14 -43) l4.25 Ft'Ib/degree

The X realizable from the present vane configuration is about 6.4Ft-lb/

degree. Therefore, the linkage ratio is

5.n .
6 ls2 -. 65

j [ If the bar were allowed 15 maximum deflection, the vanes would then be

at approximately 160, which is about stall.

- I

Ei

t i,

U.
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VIII. COUPLED PITCH AND ROLL ANALYSIS OF GYROBAR STABILIZING DEVICE

vL The Uyrobars couple the pitch and roll responses of the platform. The

six equations are then

u v a, b

S-ZU 0 0 -(XS-g 0 -X

0 -v(YPS~g) 0 0 -1 -O

S-Lv KA2S2 - 0•Lb o " -0 (31

4 !.u 0 0 100

-4 2 [S2+QK W

If sy etry is assumed andX t= -! =O then

AlL
t u¥

:11 u v

J Xal - -Tbl

i = IIi
S; The six uluations can be reduced to the following four:

! 1:

12-
I• NFIDENJTIAL2
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K'0 1o -N 0 =0bzo

1[ 0 0 -N =0 (35,1

- -21(2s 225 22([5+12] -S S+2K2 =0

[22S 2125S 5 S42K2I 22(8.K21 =0

rL
L uwhere m (B2j (82~ )(-n

T82I

f.4 S+.a (37)

~ 1..If the additional notation is used that

b s -2 28522

the responses for the pitch axis are

hiL0 Ma(Na+?Yb) + )SI4 (38)

a a, -b (a.+N4b)

(9[

j[

Kr (aN|

p

24.... ,
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[ f The b!--ck diagram for the system is

[ 1

bIJI4.1bt N

~~~~~~~~~~~r stbegaerclllult~ il h•t

M~ab

For tho Platfohu as designed

Xl . %2 (S 190) -..3o5)2 + 692jjK 2 [3+.2902+.0161S. 5l16

NI

a K 8356I 4758+142, 578 K + 475 [S+-4]

~~ I ~ Since X2 ~((<(If+b 2  the s~ter contains double roots and is un-
3. Ustable. Numerical calculation will show. that

MaNbz 8+3.55x 105 S4+2-475x10 31.Lx:05S

xlO~~~ 4~lI~xO Sl.55xl105
17P S+.7358 x 105 = (S+.214) 2 .15652j [(S+135)21.l7i

38+3.55 x 1(15][In order to remove the theoretical instabili" I.-Iue to he assumption of tm
Metry., it will be necessary to make Ma Ib . Since the system is sensitive

- to changes in that derivative, flight tests wf'l2 be made to determine th...9e
factors (values of the linkage ratio, for example) that Will spread the

'*roots sufficiLently tc achieve good response.,

~J~IflN~tAL25
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IX. ORARB FLIGHT ANALYSISi A Zq, 0

The equations of motion for the platform in forward flight are the con-

[• ventional vertical plane motion equations of the airplane. These are

as follows:

u Q w

_ S -xU -(-gcos%+÷qs) -x0--o

4 -z -(-gsingo+ZqS+Y,) S1Z =0

S(K~2~Mq) ~ II~ =0

The block diagram of the system with k Zq = 0 is

W H
" l f ... ..

S~~/-gsinG°"
xu)- 2 -(Xi•i)n)o-Zuoo

I~~~iiI~ M U.i S: s+ - x-,•:t,, •. -Z ,.,, (41)-,.I

~(L =ss!9 2) + - (42)KZu V0
tI KB2 U- .-

! ' I26
jONFIDENTIAL
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vi 0

Then the final loop transfer function is

O.L.T.F. = -"

If the gyrobars are added, the equations of motion are (with X Z 0)

ij [ u@w a

d *u +gcosQ _x al

-ký -(-gsineo+VS) S-zw 0 =0 (46)

14 214 -Ma =SU.
0S0 S+KU =0

-The block diagram with the bars present can be put in the form

I2"B Z, 1 9

K

KB
2  J

a 27

0.LT. K :4, S mu-~
B ma

V (~~StK:2) (7

1~ 27
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The above diagram brings into evidence the feedback function o.' the

gyrobar which changes the characteristics of the basic piatforr, loca-

- ted in the feed forward loop.

[ Hiller Engineering Report 680.2 will show the following stability der-

ivatives for the five chosen flight conditions:

Cond. Mo z X J
SNo. V Ft/sec u u:789

| I•. - Deg. .
1 27.4 -_ll -. 288 +.581 -. 0789 .0421 .0557 -. 114

2 44.8 -21 -. 316 +.690 -. 178 .0561 .282 -. 059

I5 - -..- _

3 59.5 -31 -. 325 +.210 -. 137 .071 .578 -. 251

S66.8 -36 -. 322 *.0964 -.148 .0o59 .518 -.414

5 74.4 -42 -. 315 +.o469 -. 1503 .022 .430 -.434

7If center of j--avi locations other than those in the truck tests are con-

ceived, the new moment derivatives will be given approximately by

! = Nq + (H- 15.3)' X As , Zlsil(jo

I o 00u u + (H - 15.3) SX9coso Z sinn

"w M w = + (H - 15.3) |XWcoOSI- Zvoingo

1 tj- 0

I The following table gives a summary of mome;iu. .:rivative variation with

I, | pilot platform height and center of gravily I-cation.

I ONF•IDENTIAL 28
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F
The function of the gyrobar is to stabilize the platform, with the degree

of stability achieved a function of Mal1 fc.- a Mixed damping Wo. Since

Ithe high frequency asymptote of the closed loop system with the bars

present is vertical aid in the left half plane, any con.lugate complex

unstable roots of the platform without the bars can be made stable at

some value of . This then causes no diffIculty, at least. fleoretically.

However, If the platform alone without the bars has an unstable real

root, it will travel toward the zero at the origin that has been added

by the bars, and regardless of the value of Ma the platform will always

be unstable with aperiodic divergence. This situation can be avoided

~i Funder the following conditions:

I• Consider first Mu positive.

Inspection of the functions 1 and I will show that

1 1. They contain only force derivttives and thus are

independent of c.g. location.

L2. The coefficients of D and A will always be positive

I; for the platform under all flight conditions since

the force derivatives do nt change sign with for-

ward speed. The roots of D and A will therefore

_Falways be in the left hand plane.

Since for a +Mu, f will always have one unstable real root it is neces-

S•I sary to investigate C.

I

30
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If - N w Z ZU is positive, the zero of . will be in the left hand plane

and there is the possibility (if the second condition, below is fulfilled)

fi that the unstable pole of 9 A3l become stable. Therefore, the first

necessary condition, that the platform not contain a positive real root,

F! is that

4- + 2F> o

3 - or since Z is negative

I Z

4 |. If •the zero frequency amplitude of the O.L.T.F. without the bars at unity
u V
= is greater than I . then the unstable root of B will be loca-

ted in the left half plane when the loop is closed. This will occur when

_Z' + PU ~ZuI[a (-7u Cos@ + XU sinG)1
- 5! ~ U J V 0

F IZu
,;. ZI -Z ][. -- sin ] K2Z,--

or

u +
, , •-(50)

:21 Iu

For a negative Mu, it can be shown that B will always have negative roots,

I.
Sa j and the condition that -Z * 0 Z 0 dorv.-.:; need to be satisfied to

U

insure a stable real root, bat that Equation(30)is necessar-y and sufficient

with the sense of the inequality reversed.

jl••FIDEUTIA.I 31
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,re 5 is a plot of the left side of Equation (50)set equal to R forI, the five flight conditions. Only for-! ratios where R.) I (+ H.) can

f " I the gyrobars stabilize the platforn. Inspection of the table on page 29

indicates that this state exists only under Condition I with the pilot

P platform below a point around 30" from the bottom of the duct.

I if Nu is negative, then must be negative to insure the p-sibility

of R (1, since a negative ratio 5! would never allow R (1 oec, ise of

Sthe slope of the curves. Inspection of the table on page 29 will show

i. that a negativ, Mu, M combination appears to be impractical.

There thus appears to be some indication that the derivatives under

various flight conditions should be studied in some detail before de-

] p sign to insure that the gyrobars can stabilize the platform.

ii'3
I.I

I-
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X. CONCL.USIONS

I fThe results of the present investigations seem to indicate the follow-

a ing conclusions:

I. A 2 degree of freedom hovering analysis shows that the

platform is stable for a small rarng-ý of positive Mu (e.g.

locations).

2. Under the design condition

the platform would be stable for all c.g. locations that

t give a positive MX.i u

3. If symmetr-I is assumed but the prcduct of inertia (F) has a

small value, the four degree cf freedom analysis indicates

an unstable response with double roots.

S4. 14. I eems impractical to mount the pitot's platform on ',pringj

tz. a-hieve stability.

dL 5. A damped gyrobar can stabilize hcv~ring flight, although '-he

coupled pitch-rcdi respczxse will be theoretically unstable if

I, symmetry is assumed. If the pitch-and-roll gyrobar linkage

I ratios are different, stabilized hovering flight cai be achieved.

6. A prelimi-,ary forwaird flight analysis w" tU the g-rrobars installed

irdicatcs that ti, ". cai stab V'ze f'.'-At if the nlatform

I

-:I IONFIDENTIAL 
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without the bars does not contain an aperiodic divergent

root. If it does, the bars can not stabilize Iorward

flight. The basic platform must therefore be carefully

designed to eliminate aperiodic divergent roots. If

uM is positive, this can be avoided if

and

f- +l~j +I

I

L.3

-'I

i:

i •
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XI. LIST OF FIGURES

L 1. Pitch Root Locus

2. Effect of C.G. Location on Iu

3. Hvs. hf

SU J. Pitch Response Root Locus

5. Region of Stable Platform Forward Flight
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XII. RUE EN

Frequency Response of the Ordinary Rotor Blade, the Hiller

o Blade, and the Young-Bell Stabiliserm by G. J. Sissingh,

1 Aircraft Establishnent Report No. Aero 2367, May 1950.
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